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Explaining the bit

Optometric CE, where CE stands for continuing education is the study of eyes or optometry by
someone who has passed his or her regulation college age but still wishes to pursue a course in the
field. It is for him or her that a special course is offered by colleges all over the world.

In England it is called further education but in the continental US, it is known as continuing
education. Now, students who wish to enroll in optometric CE courses need not feel incompetent
and inferior to those who have a degree in optometry for, even if it is not the same as a normal
optometry degree from a medical school, it is not what one would call adult education.

Who can enroll?

In adult education, one is taught the basics that are taught in school such as basic arithmetic or
English grammar but in continuing education courses, the course instructor assumes that one
already knows the basics and is simply restarting oneâ€™s truncated education, which may have been
caused by some problem or the other.

It may also be so that an optometry student who is of socially regarded age is pursuing a normal
degree course at some university. He or she may wish to super qualify himself or herself by further
enrolling in an optometry continuing education course that will do nothing but improve that personâ€™s
CV making him/her somewhat of a specialist in a particular field.

Some points

Optometric CE courses can be taken online as well as offline and both types of students will, at the
successful completion of the course receive a certificate or degree (as mentioned by the awarder)
stating that personâ€™s qualifications.

There are a lot of institutes in the country that specifically offer optometric CE courses and these
have all been regarded by education surveys as quality centers of learning and graduates from
many such colleges are very respectably employed.
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